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The budget has been written and the library has been approved one student worker for 50 hours of digitizing. The picture mosaic will run between $200 and $500 depending upon size and can include anywhere from 80 to 4400 images. We will contact the representative for the History Wall when we have more information on what is going to be included.

Karen told the committee that the History Wall will most likely be placed around the stairs in the Hall of Governors. It was discussed that Marilyn Thomas’ series in the Innovator will provide basis for the vision of the display.

The committee reviewed the portrait collections of the former university presidents and decided on the final pictures to be formatted for full size portraits.

The committee discussed its role in actually assembling displays. While we can provide the source material for the historical concepts, it was decided that someone more experienced in arts or graphics would be an asset. We will need members of the university to provide verbage on some of the older unidentified images. We will also need input from the graphics department on the placement and production of displays. It was decided that we would like to invite Bruce Crooks to our next meeting.

**Points of Action: Nancy Shlaes:** Contact Bruce Crooks for formatting presidential portraits. Follow up on GSU Oral history memory project.

**Karen Caesar-Smith:** Contact Jay Lubinski, Larry McClellan, and Mel Muchnik. If necessary, see if the presidential portraits being used are approved.

**Donna Rutledge:** Will send the contact information for Larry McClellan and Mel Muchnik to Karen.

**Erin Engelbrecht:** Tag final selections for presidential proofs to send to Bruce Crooks for formatting.